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Abstract 
Let K'n denote the complete graph with vertices v0, Vl,...,/)n-l, together with the loops ei =/)ivi 
for i = 0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1. Suppose n = 3 mod 4 and that the edges of K~ are coloured either blue or 
red in such a way that each colour class has the same number of edges. We show that there is 
an ordering fl ,  f2, . . . ,  f,, of the edges of K;,, alternating colours, such that for i = 1,2 . . . . .  rn 1, 
the edges f l ,  f2 . . . .  , f .  form a trail Ti of K~, with /]+1 incident with at least one end of Ti. This 
solves a problem proposed by Gonzfilez-Acufia nd Urrutia (1985). 
1. Introduction 
A regular set of  28 dominoes can be identified with the graph K~, obtained from 
the complete graph with seven vertices, by adding a single loop at each vertex. Each 
domino corresponds to an edge of K~ and a string of  dominoes, formed according to 
the standard rules of Domino, corresponds to a trail in K~. A string that includes all 
dominoes is an Euler tour of K~. 
In a f r iend ly  game of Domino, two players get 14 dominoes each and join efforts, 
alternating turns, to form a string of  dominoes according to the standard rules of  
Domino. The game is won if, without missing a tum, the players succeed in forming a 
string that includes all 28 dominoes. In [2], Gonz~ilez-Acufia and Urrutia asked whether 
a friendly game can always be won. 
Let K" denote the complete graph with vertices vo, v l , . . . , vn - j ,  together with the 
loops ei = vivi for i = 0, l . . . . .  n-  1. Suppose n -- 3mod4 and that the edges of 
K '  n are coloured either blue or red in such a way that each colour class has the same 
number of edges. The following problem was proposed by Gonzfilez-Acufia nd Urrutia 
in [3]. 
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Is there an ordering f~, f2 . . . . .  fm of the edges of K~, alternating colours, such that 
for i=  1,2 . . . . .  m-  l, the edges f l , f2 , . . . , f i  form a trail T,. of  K~ with J~+l incident 
with at least one end of T,.? 
In this article, we give a positive solution to this problem and study a wider class 
of  graphs, for which such an ordering of  the edges exist. 
Whenever possible we follow the notation given in [1]. In particular, for a graph G 
and a set A of  edges of  G the subgraph of G, whose vertex set is the set of  ends of  
edges in A and whose edge set is A, is called the subgraph of G induced by A and is 
denoted by G[A]. The complement of a graph F,  not necessarily simple, is the simple 
graph F c with vertex set V(F)  in which two vertices are adjacent if and only if they 
are not adjacent in F. 
2. Main result 
Let G be an Eulerian graph with at least two vertices such that its underlying simple 
graph is complete. In this section, we prove that for any partition (B,R) of the edge 
set of  G, there are sets M C B and N C R such that the graphs (G[B] - M)  + N and 
(G[R] - N)  + M contain open Euler trails P8 and PR, respectively, such that no two 
edges in N occur consecutively in PB and no two edges in M occur consecutively in 
PR. In order to avoid lengthy details we present he proof only for the case where G 
has no loops but may contain parallel edges. 
Lemma 2.1. Let F be a connected graph with no loops and at least two vertices and 
let H be a connected supergraph o f  F c. There are matchings M in F and N in F c 
such that: 
(1) ( F - M)+ N and ( H - N)+ M are connected, 
(2) (F - M)  + N contains exactly two vertices u and v o f  odd degree, and 
(3) No edge in N is incident with either u or v. 
Proof. Let U be the set of  vertices of  F with odd degree. We analyse first the cases 
where U is small. 
Case 1: IU] = 0. Every edge of F lies on at least one cycle, therefore, for any 
edge uv of F, the graph F - uv is connected with u and v its only vertices of  odd 
degree. Since, H + uv is also connected, then M -- {uv} and N = • satisfy conditions 
(1)-(3) .  
Case 2: ]U I -- 2. In this case M = N = • clearly satisfy (1)-(3) .  
Case 3: IUI = 4. I f  F[U] contains a cycle C, then for any e c E(C),  the graph 
F -  e is connected and has exactly two vertices of  odd degree, none of which is an 
end of e. Since H + e is also connected, then M = {e} and N ---- q~ satisfy (1)-(3) .  
I f  F [U]  c contains a cycle C, then for any e E E(C), the graph H - e is connected. 
Clearly, F + e is also connected and has exactly two vertices of  odd degree, none of 
which is an end of e. Therefore, M = q~ and N = {e} satisfy (1)-(3) .  
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Fig. 1. 
I f  neither FlU] nor FlU] c contains a cycle, then F[U] and F[U] ~ must be comple- 
mentary paths of length three (see Fig. 1 ). 
Since u and v are the only vertices of  odd degree in the graph F - xy, then they 
must lie in the same connected component. Therefore, F-  xy is connected with u and 
v its only vertices of odd degree. Since H +xy is also connected, then M = {xy} and 
N = 4~ satisfy conditions (1 ) - (3 ) .  
We proceed by induction assuming the result is valid whenever 4 ~<IU[ ~<2m; more- 
over, we assume that all edges in M O N have both ends in U which is always the 
case when I U] = 4. 
Let F be such that IUI = 2m+2 with m~>2. Since lUl l>6, then at least one of the 
graphs F[U] or F[U] ~ contains a cycle C. Let e = xy be any edge in C. 
If C is a cycle of  FLU], then F1 = F - e is a connected graph with 2m vertices 
of  odd degree and HI = H + e is a connected supergraph of F1 c. Therefore, there are 
matchings MI in Fi and N1 in F1 c such that (Fi -- M1 ) + NI and (Hi -- NI ) + Mi are 
connected; (F1 -M1 )+ N1 has exactly two vertices, u and v, of odd degree; no edge in 
Nl is incident with either u or v and all edges in Mi UNI have both ends in U\{x,y}.  
Let M = Mi U {e} and N = N1. Since neither x nor y are ends of edges in M1, then 
M is a matching in F. Notice that (F -M)+N = (FI -M1)+N1 and (H -N)+M = 
(HI - NI ) + ML, therefore M and N satisfy conditions (1 ) - (3 ) .  
If  C is a cycle o fF [U]  ¢, an analogous argument applies with F2 = F+e, H2 = H e, 
M =M2 and N =N20{e}.  [] 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be an Euler&n graph with no loops and at least two vertices 
such that its underlying simple graph is complete. For any partition (B,R) of the edge 
set of  G, there are matchings M in G[B] and N in G[R] such that (G[B] - M)  + N 
and (G[R] - N)  + M are connected with exactly two vertices of odd degree. 
Proof. Since the underlying graph of  G is complete, then at least one of the graphs 
G[B] or G[R] is a connected spanning subgraph of G. Without loss of generality we 
assume G[R] is connected and contains all vertices of  G. 
Let F1,F2 . . . . .  Fr be the connected components of G[B] and for i = 1,2 . . . . .  r, let Fi t 
be the complement of  ~ in the complete graph spanned by V(F/). By Lemma 2.1, for 
i = 1,2 . . . . .  r, there are matchings Mi in Fi and N, in F,C such that (1) (F  i - M i )  + N, 
and (G[R] - Ni) + Mi are connected, (2) (F / -  Mi) + Ni contains exactly two vertices 
ui and r, of  odd degree and (3) no edge in Ni is incident with either ui or vi. 
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Let M = 341UM2 U . . ,  UMr and L = NI UN2 U- - -UNr .  Since V(F/) rq V(Fj) = 0 
whenever i ~ j, then M and L are matchings in G[B] and G[R], respectively. 
Let G8 = (G[B] - M)  + L and GR = (G[R] - L) + M. G~ and Gn are edge disjoint 
graphs with G = GB UGn and (F1 - Ma ) + N1, (F2 - M2 ) + N2 . . . . .  (fir - Mr) + Air are 
the connected components of  GB. 
We claim that Gn is connected: I f  r = 1, then Gn = (GIRl - N1 ) + M1 which, by 
Lemma 2.1, is connected and if r ~> 2, then GB is not connected which implies that Gn 
is connected since the underlying simple graph of G = G8 UGn is complete. 
For i = 1,2 . . . . .  r -  1 let ei be an edge of  Gn with ends vi and ui+l and let K = 
{el,e: . . . . .  er- l}. Since E(Gn)NB = M and the ends of  every edge in M lie in the 
same connected component of  GB, then K C R. Since no edge in Ni is incident with 
either ui or vi, then N = L t3 K is a matching in G[R]. 
Since the edges el,e2 . . . . .  er-1 join the connected components of  GB, then GB +K = 
(G[B] -  M)+N is connected and since, for i=  1,2 . . . . .  r -  1, the graph G1¢- K con- 
tains a path with vertex sequence vivi+luiui+l, then Gn -K  = (G[R] -N)  +M is also 
connected. Clearly, ul and vr are the only vertices of odd degree in both graphs. [] 
3. Dominoes and Euler trails 
At any stage of the game of Domino, the set of  dominoes that have been played 
must form a string in which consecutive dominoes have identical adjacent faces as in 
Fig. 2. The player in rum may place a domino, at either end of the string as long as it 
preserves adjacency: For instance, in the string of  Fig. 2, a domino with faces 2 and 
3 may be placed at either end of the string and a domino with faces 3 and 6 can only 
be placed at the right end of the string. 
Traditionally, players place dominoes with identical faces as in Fig. 3. Clearly, this 
has no relevance in the game. 
Let G be a graph and T be a trail in G with ends u and v, where u = v if T is 
closed. A domino extension of T in G is a trail T t = T + e obtained from T by adding 
an edge e of  G incident with either u or v. 
Let G be an Eulerian graph and (B,R) be a partition of  the edge set of  G with 
IBI -- [RI. A (B,R)-domino sequence in G is a sequence To,/'1 . . . . .  Tm of trails of  G such 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
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that To consists of a single vertex; Tm is an Euler tour of G and for 
i = 0, 1 . . . . .  m - 1, Ti+l is a domino extension 7,. + ei+l of Ti with ei EB if and only 
if i is odd. 
In this section, we prove that if n ~ 3mod4,  then for any partition (B,R) of the 
edge set of K" with ]B] = IRI, the graph K~ contains a (B,R)-domino sequence. 
Let G be a graph and T = waxbycz be a trail in G of length three. A reduction of 
G with respect o T is a graph G' obtained from G by deleting the edges a, b and c 
and adding a new edge d with ends w and z. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be an Eulerian graph with m edges and (B,R) be a partition o f  
the edge set o f  G with ]B I = IR]. Let T := waxbycz be a trail in G of  length three 
with a, c E B and b E R and let G ~ be a reduction of  G with respect to T. I f  G ~ has a 
(B',R')-domino sequence, where B' = (B\{a,c} )0  {d} and R' = R\{b},  then G has a 
( B, R )-domino sequence. 
Proof. Let T~,T( . . . .  ,Tn~_2t  be a (B~,Rt)-domino sequence of  G' and let e l ,e  2 '  , . . . . .  em_2t 
be the ordering of the edges of G' such that T~ 1 = T,' + ei+l for i = 0, 1 . . . . .  m - 3. 
Let k be such that e~. = d and let ei -- e~ for i < k, ek = a, ek+l = b, ek+2 = c and 
ek+i = ek+ j '  2 for j -- 3 ,4 , . . . ,m - k. A (B,R)-domino sequence To, T1 . . . . .  Tm of G 
can be obtained as follows: To = T~ and for i -- 0, 1 . . . . .  m - 1, Ti+l = ~ + ei+l. 
Since T~, T( . . . . .  Tm~_2 is a (B ~, R t)-domino sequence of G', d is an edge of G ~ with 
ends w and z and T=waxbycz  is a trail in G, also with ends w and z, then, for 
i = 0, 1 , . . . ,m - 2, Ti+l is a domino extension of 7'. and since a, cEB and bER,  then 
To, T1 . . . . .  Tm is a (B,R)-domino sequence of G. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be an Eulerian graph, (B,R) be a partition of  the edge set o f  G 
with [B I = JR[ and P be an Euler tour o f  G. I f  P is" the union of  two edge di.sjomt 
open trails" Ps and PR such that no two edges in R occur consecutively in PB and no 
two edges in B occur consecutively in PR, then G has a (B,R)-domino sequence. 
Proof. Without loss of  generality we assume that the first and last edges of PR lie in 
B and that the first and last edges of/DR lie in R. 
Let u be an end of P~ (and of PR) and let el,e2 . . . . .  er be the edges of P8 and 
,]l, .]~ . . . . .  f~ be the edges of PR, numbered in the order of occurrence in PB and Pk, 
respectively as in Fig. 4. 
l f e iEB  for i = 1,2 . . . . .  r and J~ER for i=  1,2 . . . . .  s, then r=s  since [B I = IR[. 
Let To = {u} and fo r j  = 0, 1 . . . . .  2 r -  1, let T j+ 1 z ~ +e(j/2)+l i f j  is even and ~+l = 
+ Jij+l)/2 if j is odd. Since ei E B and .~ E R for i=  1,2 . . . . .  r, then To, T1 . . . . .  T2r is 
a (B,R)-domino sequence of  G. 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ I2  ~ 11 /X e I e 2 
Fig. 4. 
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We proceed by induction assuming the result is valid for any graph for which 
IE(PB) n R I + IE(PR) N BI = k. 
Let G be such that IE(PB) N R] + [E(PR) N B I = k ÷ 1. Without loss of  generality 
we assume et ER for some 2<~t<~r- 1. Let T = wet-lxetyet+lz be the subtrail of 
PB of length three defined by the edges et- l ,  et and et+l. Since no two edges in R 
occur consecutively in PB, then et-l,et+t EB. Let G ~ be a reduction of  G with respect 
to T. 
Let B' = (B\{et-~,et+l}) U {e'}, where e' is a new edge with ends w and z and 
let R ~ = R\{et}. The sets B ~ and R t form a partition of  the edge set of G ~ such that 
PB' = (PB -- {et-l,et, et+l}) + {e'} is a trail of G' in which no two edges of R' 
occur consecutively and Pn, = Pn is a trail of  G t in which no two edges of B ~ occur 
consecutively. Since ]E(PB,)A R'[ + ]E(Pn,)AB'] = k, then G' has a (B',R')-domino 
sequence and by Lemma 3.1, G has a (B,R)-domino sequence. [] 
Theorem 3.3. Let (B,R) be a partition of the edge set of K~n. I f  n =_ 3mod4 and 
IBI = IRI, then K~ has a (B,R)-domino sequence. 
Proof. Every Euler tour of  K~ satisfies the hypothesis in Lemma 3.2, therefore K~ has 
a (B,R)-domino sequence. For the rest of the proof we assume n>~7. 
Let L be the set of  loops of K~, B ~ = B\L and R ~ = R\L. Clearly, (Bt,R t) is a parti- 
tion of  the edge set of Kn. Without loss of generality, we assume K,,[R r] is connected 
and contains every vertex of  Kn. 
By Theorem 2.2, there are matchings M and N in Kn[B ~] and K,7[R~], respectively, 
such that (K,[B ~] -M)+N and (Kn[R ~] -N)+M are connected and contain exactly 
two vertices of  odd degree. Let PB' and PR, be Euler trails in (K,[B t] - M)  + N and 
(K,[R ~] - N)  + M, respectively. 
Since (Kn[B t] -M)+N and (K~[R' ] -  N)+M contain exactly two vertices of odd 
degree, then the ends of PB' coincide with the ends of  PR, and PB' t3 Pn' is an Euler 
tour of K, in which each vertex occurs (n -  1)/2 >~3 times. 
A loop ei = uiui of K~ can be inserted in PB' U Pn' at any occurrence of ui by 
substituting a subsequence usauibut of PB' kJ Pn' by the sequence u~auieiuibut. We 
insert each loop ei of Kn ~ in either PB' or PR' as follows. 
Case 1: eiER. Since K,~[R ~] spans Kn, then uiE V(Pn,). In this case insert ei in PR, 
at any occurrence of u~. 
Case 2: eiEB and uiE V(PB,). Insert ei in PB' at any occurrence of ui. 
Case 3: ei E B and ui q2 V(PB,). As in case 1, ui E V(PR,). Since M is a set of 
independent edges, then there is at least one occurrence usauibut of ui in PR', where 
a, bER. In this case we insert ei in PR, at such occurrence of ui. 
Let LR be the set of  loops of  K~ inserted in PR, according to cases 1 and 3 and LB the 
set of loops of  K~' inserted in PB' according to case 2. The resulting trails PB = Pg' +LB 
and PR = PR' + Ln include, together, every edge of K~ and are such that no two edges 
in R occur consecutively in PB and no two edges in B occur consecutively in Pn. By 
Lemma 3.2, the graph K~ has a (B,R)-domino sequence. [] 
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